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From Eq. (4.25) we conclude that for LANDAU damping the generalized temperature T is a steadily increasing function of time. The same applies to S, which is a satisfactory behavior for a quantity called entropy.
We would like to add the remark that for an initial disturbance in the distribution function which has the form of a (5-function f(u, 0) =Ad (u -u0) one obtains the undamped VAN KAMPEN modes. Only in this special case T = const and therefore also S = const. § 1. Introduction
Because of the necessity of stabilization of high temperature plasmas in thermonuclear devices, the cially for collisionless plasmas, only the electrostatic perturbations have been considered assuming a low ß situation ß<m/M, where ß is the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure, and m and M are the electron and ion masses. For ß>m/M, however, such an electrostatic approximation is not precise and we must also consider the perturbation of the magnetic field, especially when the phase velocity along the unperturbed magnetic field is of the order of the ALFVEN speed. In the present paper, therefore, the amounts of magnetic shear necessary to stabilize drift instabilities due only to density gradient are evaluated for a plasma in which ß satisfies m/M<ß< 1 .
Since we assume ß ^ 1, we can neglect the compression of the magnetic field and we consider only the bending as a perturbation of the magnetic field. In the absence of magnetic shear, it is known that there exist two unstable modes in such a plasma: one of them corresponds to the ion sound wave and the other to the slow ALFVEN wave (see Appendices A and B).
As has been shown in the previous works, the sheared magnetic field has two main effects which tend to stabilize drift instabilities. One of them is an effective increase in the ion LANDAU damping available for stabilization: (a) through the propagation of the wave packet 6 or (b) through the expansion of the "potential" well, into the region where the LANDAU damping by the interaction with resonant ions is strong. The other is the shrinking of the localized region of the wave packet until it can not exist 2 .
where ve and v\ are the electron and ion thermal velocities, b = a 2 {kx 2 + ky 2 )/2 , a is the ion gyroradius, V\ is the ALFVEN speed, /0 is the modified BESSEL function of the first kind, and
The following seven assumptions have been used: In the next section, the methods to be used in the present paper are discussed by briefly reviewing those used in the previous works (see also Appendix C). In § 3, it is shown that the stability criteria for convective electrostatic modes are only slightly modified from the previous ones obtained for ß<m/M. In § 4, stability criteria are derived for both convective and non-convective unstable ALFVEN modes. It is found there that the critical amount of shear for stabilization decreases with ß for the convective ALFVEN mode and increases with Vß for the non-convective one.
In Appendix A, we derive the dispersion relation in the case without magnetic shear using a simple method different from the previous ones. The dispersion relation obtained in Appendix A is used in § §2 -4 with some modifications introduced by the magnetic shear. In Appendix B, the analysis of the drift instability is briefly given. In refs. 1 ' 2 and 5 , some stability criteria for non-convective electrostatic modes have been derived. However, since their derivations, in particular, by Russian authors might be difficult for the readers, we derive them in Appendix C in which we use the dispersion relation obtained in Appendix A. § 2. Method
We consider a plasma with a density gradient dn/dr in the x direction and a magnetic field B0 ez along the 2 axis. Using the VLASOV and MAXWELL equations, the dispersion equation for low frequency modes in the absence of magnetic shear is given by 8 ' 9 (see also Appendix A) : Also the local approximation has been used, in which the particle density and its gradient dn/dx are treated as constant. As is shown in Appendix B, Eq. (2.1) gives us two unstable modes: one of them corresponds to the ion sound wave and the other to the slow ALFVEN wave.
In considering the influence of magnetic shear, as usually done, we take an unperturbed magnetic field of the form B = B0ez+(x/Ls)B0ey where Ls is the shearing distance. Then the shear effects can be taken into account by the substitution of k\\ = kz+ (x/Ls) ky instead of kz in the dispersion equation (2.1) 2 ' 6 . Solving Eq. (2.1) about &4=0 10 , we can estimate kx (x, <o) and also the amplitude of wave packets after their propagation over a certain distance 6 (for convective modes). On the other hand, the substitution of d/dx for ikx gives us a differential equation for the perturbations 2 . The differential equation in the small or large wavelength limit usually has a form similar to the SCHRÖDINGER equation with a complex "potential". Now our problem is to find the finite solution for unstable perturbations (for non-convective modes).
As mentioned below, the treatments of the previous studies on the shear effects may be classified into two or three kinds according to the character of the unstable modes. Russian authors 112 have derived some stability criteria fro localized unstable modes. They used the fact that the potential well shrinks by the introduction of magnetic shear and the localized unstable solution cannot exist if the width of the localized region becomes narrower than the wavelength along the x axis. MIKHAILOV-SKAYA and MIKHAILOVSKII 1 and also GALEEV 2 obtained the following stability criterion for electrostatic modes:
They considered a temperature gradient as well as a density gradient. From other considerations, they both obtained another criterion which is essentially the same in both papers:
We can see that Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are independent of the temperature gradient. In Appendix C, we also derive them for our case without a temperature gradient.
KRALL and ROSENBLUTH 5 derived a different stability criterion for ß<m/M Ls/r<2V2(r/a).
(2.4)
In deriving this criterion, they considered a condition that the oscillating region of the "potential" expands, by the introduction of shear field, into the region in which the ion LANDAU damping prevails. The above three criteria have been derived by considering a spatial variation of a)e. It seems curious that Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are derived considering the contraction of the potential well by the magnetic shear, while Eq. (2.4) is derived considering the expansion. In Appendix C, we derive the above three criteria and discuss them.
The two methods mentioned above are concerned with non-convective unstable modes and are applicable in cases in which two or more turning points are found. We must still consider convective unstable modes if they exist. COPPI et al. 6 recently investigated the shear effects for convective-type unstable electrostatic modes in a plasma with a density gradient and ß<m/M.
Considering a convective solution with a form
and choosing j{<o) = exp{ -(co -a>0) 2 7" 2 /2} with o_>o T>\, they obtained a general stability criterion
Here exp (n0) represents a tolerable growth of the convective mode during its propagation towards the region in which the ion LANDAU damping predominates, and the limits of integration should be determined from the assumptions used in solving for kx (x,u>) . It is necessary for the application of Eq. (2.5) that no STOKES phenomena occur along the path of integral.
In the following two sections, we shall derive stability criteria for convective modes by use of Eq. (2.5). In §4, we also derive a stability criterion for non-convective ALFVEN modes by considering the contraction of the potential well. 
-ÖJ
We must notice that no STOKES phenomena 11 occur along the integral path.
Substituting cö ^-• ("|/5 -1) /2 corresponding to the maximum amplification, we obtain a stability criterion
As expected, the stability criterion is only a little different from the previous one for /?<m/M. In the short wavelength limit (b ^ 1), only the electrostatic modes with {co 0Je are found to be possible and their dispersion equation is given by Eq. (A.32) in Appendix B. In the derivation of the stability criterion, the integration limits in Eq.(2.5) are hardly affected by an additionl condition
Therefore, the stability criterion is not altered from the previous one obtained for 6 ß<m/M and we need not write it down. § 4. Alfven Modes
As is shown in Appendix B, the unstable ALFVEN modes exist in a inhomogeneous plasma with a density gradient provided v\ % \ co^|| | 12 . Till now, only a few authors have discussed the shear stabilization of these modes. For a plasma with a temperature gradient as well as a density gradient, GALEEV 2 derived a criterion of shear stabilization for such modes. He took into account the spatial variation of (dn/dx)/n. The unstable mode which he considered is only a non-convective mode. In the present paper, coe is assumed to be constant. As we see below, both convective and non-convective unstable ALFVEN modes are possible. First we consider the shear stabilization of convective modes.
(A) Convective Modes
In the long wavelength case, the dispersion equation Eq. where we use = kz + (x/Ls) ky instead of the previous kz in order to consider the shear effect.
We consider wave packets localized in a small region <5 around x = 0 such that ky d/Ls is negligible compared with constant kz . Then, two turning points which may allow the existence of non-convective modes cannot be found in a region 0<x<xm where xm is defined by ( x m/Ls) ky = kz .
When the wave packet travels a distance xm, we might regard the instability as being destroyed. The reason is that after it travels xm, Eq. (4.1) is satisfied only by 6 ~ 1 which is inconsistent with the assumption used in deriving Eq. (4.1). Even in the case that this picture fails, however, there is a possibility that the following consideration appears to be reasonable. That is, the time ty in which the wave packets traverses xm is longer than an operating period of plasma devices. In this case the wave packet will be reflected at most once from the turn- We use a general criterion of shear stabilization of convective modes, Eq. (2.5), given in reference 6 . For simplicity, we first consider the case in which 2 coe 2 mkz 2 vA 2 . In this case, the frequency eo0 of the unstable ALFVEN mode is equal to that of the electrostatic mode and is given by oo0 = -coe . After the integration over x, taking a value of dw corresponding to the maximum amplification, we obtain a stability criterion Ls/r<12n0(M/^m)' /l .
(4.4)
As Im kx is nearly proportional to to0, the amount of shear necessary for stabilization is expected to become smaller for smaller values of co0 . In fact, for Thus we have a stability criterion
Then we find that the amount of magnetic shear for the stabilization of convective ALFVEN type modes becomes smaller for a plasma with higher ß. The above treatment may also be applied to the case where b is not much smaller than unity, but the calculation will become complicated.
(B) Non-convective Localized Modes
Regarding co as determined by an eigenvalue equation, w r e can also consider non-convective localized modes. Neglecting the small imaginary part and replacing kx by -i(3/3x) in Eq. 
+

M ß co + cof i 2 2 m co -o)r
For an intermediate region of x (region II), in which we do not have any good approximation formula of the electron W function, we must interpolate from both sides to obtain an adequate equation. However, its derivation is not necessary for our dicussion. The "potential" JJ(x) of Eq. (4.7) which is valid in region III has two turning points Since we consider the non-convective mode, we must have a potential well between the two turning points.
Since we have assumed b 1 in the derivation of Eq. (4.8), the inequality ft) -f-ft)e
> >0
and must also be fulfilled. Then we have co < -coe | ft) | coe. Thus we find
x1^Ls(vi/vA) (air).
Because ft» < -coe, there exists a potential hill in region I, whose width is so narrow that the last term in Eq. (4.8) can be neglected. The neglect of the last term is consistent with the assumption | co/k\\ ve |> 1. Then Eq. (4.8) is reduced to
We can draw a schematic profile of the potential U(x) as shown in Fig. 1 Whether the potential hill is transparent is not important for the above derivation. However, if
Ljr>C/Vß, we can easily find that the hill is not transparent and that its width is too large to use the connection formulas. The connection formulas at x= ±x2 can be used only if the relation
is satisfied, from which we obtain
Ljr > C/ß]/m/M.
Therefore, if Ls/r > Cfy ß, finite solutions exist. That is, the criterion Eq. (4.9) is the necessary and sufficient condition for shear stabilization. This is also derived by use of the SUYDAM type of analysis. (4.7). GALEEV 2 obtained a similar criterion for a plasma with a temperature gradient as well as a density gradient. However, his criterion is not applicable in our case.
The stability criterion contains a factor C larger than unity. The evaluation of C is difficult in our present treatment. It should be estimated by a more quantitative treatment, for example, by numerically solving an integral equation which will be obtained by taking into account more rigorously the x dependence of the perturbations.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the Dispersion Relation
In this appendix, using a rather simple method compared with the previous ones, we rederive a known dispersion relation for low frequency waves, including electromagnetic modes, in a spatially inhomogeneous plasma with a density gradient d/i/dx in the x direction, a magnetic field B = Z?0(.r) ez In order to get the dispersion relation for the case where me/m; < ß ^ 1 , it is rather convenient to introduce the vector potential A <?, parallel to the unperturbed magnetic field as well as the scalar potential cp for the perturbed fields and . 
B1=
Vx(Aez). The above choice of the vector potential means that for mc/m[<ß ^ 1 we consider only bendings of the magnetic field of the perturbations and that we can neglect the compression. We can also neglect a drift due to dBjdx in a case of such low ß.
<p and A satisfy the equations
Here o is the charge density and )z the current density along the 2 direction (A.4) For the same conditions, we can also write the dispersion relation as follows: where we assume Te = 7 1 ; and we rewrite coe = | ky/2 ae ße r J instead of coe -ky\2 ae Qe r. In the text and also in Appendices B and C, we use this new definition of oje.
Appendix B
Analysis of Stability
On the basis of the dispersion relation obtained in Appendix A, we discuss some limiting solutions obtained for long and short wavelength. Here we assume equal electron and ion temperatures, and we also assume Vi | co/kz | ^ ve .
Long Wavelength Case (6 ^ 1)
In this case, using an approximation 70(6) In the case where | w/kz ve , similarly we can also analyse the stability by use of Eq. (A.20) and find the same unstable modes, but with exponentially small growth rates.
Short Wavelength Case (6>1)
We use the asymptotic formula
I0(b)
e~b^l/y2nb.
W hen j co | coe, as we can see a posteriori, we obtain the relevant dispersion relation from Eq. (A.18) or from Eq. (A.19) which is rewritten as Therefore we can see that this mode is unstable. When the first term of the second bracket on the left-hand side of Eq. (A.18) is negligible compared with the second term, we obtain a slightly different frequency kz \ ve which corresponds to the unstable electrostatic mode.
